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Annual Meeting Sermon 

January 24, 2021 

The Rev. Devon Anderson 

 

 

Winter has settled down over the Divide again; the season in which Nature recuperates, in which she 

sinks to sleep between the fruitfulness of autumn and the passion of spring.  The birds have gone. The 

teeming life that goes on down in the long grass is exterminated. The prairie-dog keeps his hole. The 

rabbits run shivering from one frozen garden patch to another and are hard put to it to find frost-bitten 

cabbage-stalks. At night the coyotes roam the wintry waste, howling for food. The variegated fields are 

all one color now; the pastures, the stubble, the roads, the sky are the same leaden gray. The hedgerows 

and trees are scarcely perceptible against the bare earth, whose slaty hue they have taken on. The 

ground is frozen so hard that it bruises the foot to walk in the roads or in the ploughed [sic] fields.  It is 

like an iron country, and the spirit is oppressed by its rigor and melancholy. One could easily believe 

that in that dead landscape the germs of life and fruitfulness were extinct forever.   

 

This past Monday, my day off, I read – virtually in one sitting – Willa Cather’s first novel O Pioneers! 

Writing over 100 years ago, Cather, in lyrical and expansive detail, portrays the sharp physical realities 

of the American frontier, and the conversion of an immigrant people who build their lives, and 

homesteads, upon it.  In all of Cather’s writing it is almost as if the land is itself a character – whose 

hues and cycles, cruelties and kindnesses resemble human emotions, human choices, human actions. 

The land looms large, and like a compass, it points the direction to which the author would have our 

thoughts and perceptions wander.  In the very heart of O Pioneers! lives this description of the Nebraska 

winter: harsh and unforgiving, all shiver and iron and bruise.  One could easily believe, Cather writes, 

that in that dead landscape the germs of life and fruitfulness were extinct forever.   

 

As we circle the bend and embark on a shiny new year in the dead of winter, we honor, as we always do, 

the previous year with ritual in worship and meeting. It is on this day that we look back on what has 

been and try to make out of it -- meaning, try to narrate the story of the year back to ourselves – who we 

were when we began the past year, and who are we at its conclusion.  For about 2020, one could easily 

believe that in that dead landscape the germs of life and fruitfulness were extinct forever.  In so many 

ways we suffered what many times felt and looked like a dead landscape: one of pandemic and 

quarantine; the murder of George Floyd and worldwide demonstrations; an endless election cycle; the 

perils of on-line school; insurgence, sedition, and impeachment. And not only that but 2020’s landscape 

buried us lost opportunities and rites of passage – graduations and weddings, school plays and concerts, 

funerals, vacations, in-person worship, family gatherings and celebrations -- time we will never get 

back.  

 

Through it all, one could easily believe that the seeds of life and light, hope and goodness, justice and 

truth had all been covered up and died. But we are the people of Trinity Church.  We are disciples of 

Jesus Christ, and we know – through the Gospels, through our own experience -- that the germs of life 

and fruitfulness, in God, will never be extinct.  Ever.  We know that even in the direst of circumstances, 

even in the bleakest of moments, love wins.  God’s grace is more powerful, more enduring, more 

promising than any despair or devastation the world can serve up.  Our God is the God of renewal, of 

transformation, of resurrection.  In God all things are made new.  It may be that at no other time in our 

collective history has this truth been more apparent and more within our grasp than in 2020.  
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I’ve been chewing on something that Anne said to me a few months ago – that through the tumult, all of 

humanity is experiencing a deepening of consciousness – an increased awareness of who we are and the 

workings of God in creation.  Simply, the tectonic plates of human consciousness are shifting.  This past 

year has offered, for those of us who are open to seeing it, great insight into who we are as individuals, 

as Christians, as a community, as global citizens.  Like it or not, we’ve witnessed some truth about who 

we really are as a country, as Americans, both the sinful and the virtuous. It’s been a year of uncovering, 

exposing, of peeling back the lore and fancy of who we think we are, revealing a bit of what lies 

beneath.  We have observed, participated, and are here to tell the tale, our minds a bit more open, our 

hearts a bit more weathered, our resolve a bit more tough, our faith a bit more resilient.   

 

Annie Dillard, in her essay, “Waking Up,” gives us three rapid-fire images for this shifting 

consciousness: I woke up in bits…piecemeal over the years.  I discovered myself and the world, and then 

forgot them, and discovered them again.  I woke at intervals, that is, until the intervals of waking tipped 

the scales, and I was more often awake than not...Consciousness converges as a landing tern touches the 

outspread feet of its shadow on the sand: Precisely, toe hits toe.  The tern folds its wings to sit; its 

shadow dips and spreads over the sand to meet and cup its breast…I slide into myself perfectly fitted, as 

the diver meets her reflection in a pool.  Her fingertips on the water, her writes slide up her arms. The 

diver wraps herself in her reflection wholly, sealing it at the toes, and wears it as she climbs rising form 

the pool, and ever after. 

 

I think what I am most proud of, what I most prize and admire, is the way our Trinity community both 

reacted to, and then embraced, the shifting sands of 2020.  From the very first we reacted swiftly, 

decisively, compassionately.  In March we figured out, in six short days, how to shift worship on-line, 

providing, from that very first Zoom Sunday, meaningful worship, prayers that spoke to our direct and 

specific circumstances, choir-sung hymns, relationship, and connectivity.  We took care of our own, 

speedily organizing “Care Circles” – groups of 8-10 households each cared for by a Care Circle 

Minister.  We needed to figure out how to stay connected with parishioners who could not, or would not, 

participate in Zoom worship and our valiant Care Circle Ministers placed weekly phone calls for 

months, extending an outstretched hand to everyone, especially the more isolated among us.   

 

After caring for our own, Trinity moved out into the community – responding in particular to 

intensifying food insecurity in the west metro.  We built a monthly community ICA food drive that 

engaged more and more of our neighbors over time. We participated relationally and financially in First 

Nations’ Kitchen, Meals on Wheels, Loaves and Fishes, the Humane Society, Adopt-A-Family, and at 

Christmas our Latinix brothers and sisters at St. Nicholas Episcopal Church in Richfield.  Generous 

donations to my discretionary fund equipped me, on behalf of all of you, to make generous gifts to 

Sheltering Arms, Episcopal Relief and Development, and the Episcopal Church in Navajoland – 

tragically and disproportionally hit by COVID-related deaths.  All the gifts, all the thoughtfulness, all 

the relationship, all the reaching out reminded me, time and again, of that lovely sentiment uttered by the 

mystical Sister Monica Joan in the BBC series, “Call the Midwife,” in which she tells a devastated 

mother: The hands of the Almighty are so often to be found at the end of our own arms.   

 

All of these acts of steadfast faithfulness would have been, in my view, enough.  But Trinity went 

beyond survival, beyond the safe and the certain. While examples of this courage are too many to 

number, I lift up three for you this morning.   
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I cannot thank enough our Priest Associate Anne Miner-Pearson and the Adult Faith Formation team for 

their clear and brave leadership this past year.  As the realities of COVID began to reveal themselves 

and we “battened down the hatches,” retreating into ourselves to wait out the storm, Trinity’s Adult 

Faith Formation team called us to community and helped us claim this time of pandemic as both an 

awful and a potentially spiritually rich experience we were unlikely to experience at any other point in 

our lives. The Team helped us understand this time of pandemic as liminal space – the in-between time 

of “now” and “not yet.”  And in this liminal space God is revealed, and our relationship with the Divine 

intensified, in unique and unexpected ways.  Within this liminal space, starting in April and moving into 

the fall, we explored the “five hard truths of liminal space,” things like “you are not in control” and “you 

are doing to die one day.”  Over time I witnessed, in those of us who engaged in this spiritual 

exploration, both a strengthening and a softening.  Decades ago Roshi Joan Halifax, a Buddhist, coined 

it having a “strong back and a soft front.”  Facing into liminal truths have the effect of strengthening our 

connection to God through Jesus because it magnifies for us how completely and absolutely we live at 

the mercy of God, and how that mercy is enduring, reliable, and trust-worthy.  As we learned about, and 

then lived into, liminal truths, I watched our collective equanimity expand (equanimity being mental 

calmness, composure, and evenness in temper especially in a difficult situation).  Gone were the fits and 

furies of normal life lived in Christian community.  Through liminal truths we became more clear and 

then renewed in our awareness of God’s grace, and taking that grace into ourselves, began to build our 

lives anew upon its foundation.  As our backs strengthened, I witnessed a simultaneous softening toward 

ourselves, each other, and our community, and I hold that softening as the reason for the outpouring of 

compassion through our abundant giving and increased acceptance of our human frailties and 

brokenness.   

 

Trinity similarly went beyond survival into transformation in its Children and Youth ministries.  At the 

time COVID hit, the Vestry was preparing an all-parish meeting to roll out the final results of the 2019 

Listening Links campaign in which we dug deep, through one-to-one conversations, surveys, and group 

conversations to uncover the abiding values that live in our community.  At the top of the list of what we 

most highly prize: Christian community, and ministry to and with children and youth.  So it was in the 

midst of intensifying pandemic that Trinity leadership hired Amy McGrew, our Interim Minister for 

Children, Youth, and Families.  Amy is a highly trained, expansively experienced spiritual director and 

program developer who came to us with a dual charge – first, to continue youth and children 

programming through the program year, and second, to lead a Transition Committee, through research, 

survey, and conversation, to determine the values we hold dearest about children and youth at Trinity, 

our history around that ministry, and the attributes we need for a permanent Minister for Children and 

Youth.   

 

Finally, Trinity surpassed survival and reached beyond it toward transformation in beginning the critical, 

Gospel-based work around racial healing and justice.  The murder of George Floyd rocked Trinity to its 

core, and in many ways woke us up and began to shift our consciousness as a predominantly white 

congregation to the long-denied, long-avoided spiritual work around culture, race, and class.  We began 

to see, many of us for the very first time, the intricate systems and structures around us that subjugate 

people of color to a “less than” existence.  We began to see, many of us for the very first time, what 

James Baldwin called “the Lie,” a glaring gap between the reality of systemic racism and our most 

cherished American values of life, liberty and pursuit of happiness.  Basically, we saw the conflict 

between what we say about ourselves and our foundational values as a country, and the way many 
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Americans actually live – and the legal, economic, and social systems that keep it that way.  “It is the 

responsibility of the Negro [sic] writer,” said Baldwin to Howard University students in 1963, “to 

excavate the real history of this country…to tell us what really happened to get us where we are now.  

We must tell the truth till we can no longer bear it…”  

 

Now, nearly 60 years later, the responsibility has expanded beyond that solely of the black writer.  The 

responsibility is ours.  And it is, to use Baldwin’s word, a process of “excavation.”  Several weeks ago 

NPR ran a story about a crusade of sorts to discover the lost works of female Renaissance artists.   A 

nonprofit organization in Florence, Italy has, for the last 9 years, been scouring museum storages and 

attics, identifying 2000 works by female artists that had been gathering dust in Italy’s public museums 

and damp churches.  The process has been somewhat of a treasure hunt but has culminated in 70 

restored works spanning the 16th to the 20th century.  It has, too, uncovered the history. For centuries in 

Italy — the cradle of Renaissance masters — women with artistic talent were not allowed to enter 

academies. Women didn't have citizenship. They couldn't produce art as a profession. They couldn't 

issue invoices. They couldn't study anatomy.  

 

The revival, the restoration, the healing comes in the uncovering, the searching, the openness to seeing 

lost art made by dismissed people.  So, too, the work of anti-racism and reconciliation.  To that end, 

Trinity boldly began its process of uncovering, searching, restoring, and understanding – a process of 

building up and affirming, not one of shaming and tearing down.  We studied books, formed a Sacred 

Ground class, made pilgrimages to the George Floyd Memorial.  The Vestry, on our behalf, endorsed the 

early and continuing work of the Minnetonka Coalition for Equitable Education, a group of parents and 

students looking for ways to tell the story, and then heal, racism in our schools.  Even more than that, the 

Vestry committed itself and the Trinity staff to some deeper anti-racism work through the Intercultural 

Development Inventory – a year-long process of discerning our personal and collective inter-cultural 

competency and setting goals for ourselves and our church to increase our capacity around intercultural 

relationships and coaching to reach those goals.  You will be hearing more about this critical effort in 

the coming months.  For some reason the violent and personal death of George Floyd shook something 

loose in so many of us.  Like our Presiding Bishop said, “it is absolutely different this time around.”  It 

is necessary and timely work.  And it is Gospel work.  Indeed, I cannot find a single sentence, story, or 

admonition in all of our sacred scriptures that would support avoiding or denying this ministry to which 

we are so clearly called. As Amanda Gorman to prophetically reminded us – it is our job to bring light to 

the darkness, only if “we’re brave enough to see it, if we’re brave enough to be it.”  

 

And now we welcome the new year 

full of things 

that have never been 

 

…wrote the poet Rumi.  I, for one, have not one ounce of anxiety or foreboding in facing whatever this 

year brings – for the sole reason that I am part of you, and you are part of me.  Our backs are straight, 

and our fronts are soft.  We have each other and the unrelenting grace of God.  Our lives have meaning 

and import, and we have consequential ministry ahead of us, as we extend our arms so that the hands of 

God can heal the world.  AMEN.    
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Sources: 

O Pioneers! By Willa Cather, pp. 187-188. 

 

The Abundance: Narrative Essays Old and New by Annie Dillard, “Waking Up,” pp. 55-56. 

 

NPR story “Where Are the Women?” https://www.npr.org/2021/01/02/951479764/where-are-the-

women-uncovering-the-lost-works-of-female-renaissance-artists 

 

Start Close In by David White https://stevenkharper.com/startclosein.html 

 

 

 

From Rabbi David Wolpe -- for the New Year! 
May I learn not to be ruled by exhilaration or anger. 
May failures be instructors, not judgments. 
May other people's lives, their loves and joys and losses, be as real to me as my own. 
May my doubts not be belligerent or my belief smug. 
May my faith in betterment never falter. 
May I be daily inspired by the countless women and men who worked, sacrificed and dreamed to 
create the wonders of the world I enjoy, 
May I live true to their legacy, and so be included in prayers of New Years to come. 
Dear God, in a world radiant with blessing, may I never hoard my good fortune but offer it to your 
children with an open hand, an eager heart and a spirit that honors You. 
Amen! 
And for myself: I ask pardon if I offended in the last year. I offer forgiveness if you offended me. 
May we all work together to make this year a better one. 
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